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54 Elemental Archer Recruitment Book! Mission Completed! 

15 minutes later. 

Zhou Zhou extracted the loots of the 400-odd Fire Demon Fog Wolf 
monsters under the watchful gazes of the 13 elves. They looked at them 
with haloes in their eyes, as if he was the son of the Supreme Will. 

The Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade Fire Demon Fog Wolf would 
drop four Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores and one Black Iron-Tier 
Intermediate Grade Elemental Archer Recruitment Book! 

The Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade Elite Fire Demon Fog Wolf would 
drop eight Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores and one Black Iron-Tier Advance 
Grade Elemental Archer Recruitment Book! 

The Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Flame Demon Fog Wolf 
Leader would drop two Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores and two Green 
Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Elemental Archer Recruitment Books! 

There were a total of 432 of these monsters! 

Among them were 184 Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade, 245 Elite 
Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade, and three Green Bronze-Tier 
Elementary Grade! 

He obtained a total of 2,726 Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores and six Green 
Bronze-Tier Mist Cores! 

25 sets of Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade Fire Demon Fog Wolf Set! 

34 sets of Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade Flame Demon Fog Wolf Set! 

78 duplicate sets! 

And last but not least, 251 Elemental Archer Recruitment Books! 
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Zhou Zhou first looked at the Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade Flame 
Demon Fog Wolf Set. 

He realized that even though it was only a Black Iron-Tier Advance 
Grade Set, it could already withstand physical damage from the attack 
from someone of Green Bronze-Tier Intermediate Grade. 

Moreover, it could ignore fire damage from Black Iron-Tier Advance 
Grade. 

Its set attributes had also increased greatly. 

[Flame Demon Fog Wolf’s Brutal Blood— Activates the bloodline power 
in the set, causing the wearer to enter a Brutal Blood state for 25 
minutes! Under the Brutal Blood state, the wearer will fight crazily and kill 
all the enemies in front of him. At the same time, his defense will 
increase by 150%, strength by 300%, pain -90%, fear -90%. After 25 
minutes, the wearer will enter a weakened state for 25 minutes.] 

[Prompt: The percentage bonus will reach the maximum value when 
someone of Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade wears it. The stronger the 
wearer is, the lower the equipment bonus.] 

“The attribute bonus has increased by three times.” 

“The duration and cooldown have also been greatly reduced.” 

Zhou Zhou was very satisfied. 

He could totally build an absolutely fearless army if these sets were worn 
by melee soldiers! 

When long-range soldiers wear it, they could also greatly increase their 
long-range lethality! 

Then, Zhou Zhou picked up the Elemental Archer Recruitment Book that 
had been dropped by the Flame Demon Fog Wolf leader. 

[Item Name: Elemental Archer Recruitment Book] 



[Item Level: Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Item Effect: Advance Grade Soldier Recruitment Book! Throw it into the 
Gate of Summoning and you can summon a Black Iron-Tier Elementary 
Grade Archer with Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Potential to 
become your subject!] 

[Item Description: A specialty from a certain Time Ruin. You can recruit a 
high-level archer of relatively good quality.] 

We can treat this Time Ruins as another monster ranch. I’ll let Nezario 
and the soldiers come in to grind for sets and the Elemental Archer 
Recruitment Books after it resets every day. Zhou Zhou thought. 

He then looked into the distance. 

At this moment, Bai Yi and the others were cleaning up the Fire Demon 
Fog Wolves in Indre Town with Nezario. 

The area they were clearing was gradually expanding. 

He believed that it would not be long before they cleaned up all the Fire 
Demon Fog Wolves in Indre Town. 

As for the two doctors he brought in… 

At this moment, they were healing the 13 elves. 

Zhou Zhou opened the mission interface and looked at the hidden 
mission at the bottom seeing that the situation had stabilized. 

“Hidden mission…” 

“Aren’t there any more hints?” 

Zhou Zhou frowned slightly. 

“Erm… Lord of the Human Race?” 

A female voice came from the side. 



Zhou Zhou looked over. 

It was the female elf he had just saved with Nadia by her side. 

Zhou Zhou had seen her magical archery skills before, so he had a deep 
impression of her. 

When the female elf saw Zhou Zhou looking over, her milk-white face 
immediately blushed slightly. However, she still boldly bowed and said. 
“Thank you for your help, My Lord.” 

“My name is Eve. How should I address you? My guardian team will 
remember your kindness forever.” 

“Moreover, we will ask the Empire for instructions to distribute some 
rewards to repay you and your subordinates for saving our Indre Town.” 

“My title is Lord of The Blazing Sun. As for coming to help you, don’t 
worry about it. We will always be comrades you can trust and rely on in 
the face of the invasion of the Scarlet Fog Monsters.” 

“As for the reward… That’s up to you.” Zhou Zhou smiled. 

He was not looking forward to the so-called Empire reward. 

He could roughly guess from the name of the Time Ruins. 

The world they were in now was probably a mystic realm similar to a 
dungeon formed by replicating a certain period of time in the past. 

The elves in front of him had probably died some time during the past. 

Zhou Zhou naturally did not expect them to contact the Elven Empire 
and even repay him for saving their lives. 

After hearing his words Eve was stunned for a moment, then quickly 
said. 

“The tradition of our Elf Empire is that we can’t be stingy with helping our 
friends and benefactors. Please accept our rewards!” 



Her face was rather sacred and solemn. It was obvious that she valued 
this so-called Empire Tradition very much. 

Zhou Zhou was taken aback for a moment before nodding helplessly. 

He had yet to hear any mission notification about the so-called reward so 
obviously, there would not be any actual reward. 

“Lord of the Human Race, what are your plans next?” Nadia asked 
curiously. 

“I’ll clean up all the attacking Fire Demon Fog Wolves first.” 

“Then I’ll protect you until you’re completely out of danger.” 

“We should be out of here by then.” Zhou Zhou replied. 

“Aren’t you going to stay? Let us entertain you too.” Eve could not help 
but ask. 

“We have things to do. Are there any other survivors here?” Zhou Zhou 
shook his head and asked again. 

“No one else. All elven subjects of Indre Town, except us, have 
perished.” Eve and Nadia’s eyes darkened. 

“It’s all my fault. If only I had led the team out later to clear the fog 
monsters born around us, then we’ll still be in the town when these Fire 
Demon Fog Wolves come. We would have been able to deal with these 
Fire Demon Fog Wolves with the residents.” Nadia lowered her head as 
tears the size of beans fell. 

“How can you blame yourself? The timing we head out to clear the fog 
monsters every day is set by the Empire. We can’t go whenever we 
want.” Eve comforted her but Nadia still couldn’t stop crying. 

Zhou Zhou watched this scene calmly. 

More than an hour later. 



Zhou Zhou, who was chatting with the elves, suddenly saw a notification 
appear in front of him. 

[Prompt! Time Mission 1: Elimination of the enemy has been completed!] 

[Prompt! Time Mission 2: Protection of the ally has been completed!] 

[The gift of time has been distributed!] 

[The 13 elven elemental archers are ready in the Gate of Summoning in 
your territory. You can summon them at any time when you return to the 
High Continent!] 

Zhou Zhou was a little surprised. 

He thought about it carefully and understood. 

Perhaps it was because all the Fire Demon Fog Wolves had been dealt 
with by Bai Yi and the others that the Time Ruins judged that no more 
enemy could threaten the 13 elves, so it determined that he had 
completed the Time Mission 2. 

This was a pleasant surprise. 

He had thought that he had to protect them until the last moment. 

This saved him a lot of trouble. 

He waited for some time before he saw Bai Yi and the others return with 
all the soldiers. 

They had found a water source from somewhere and had already 
extinguished the flames on the surface of the Fire Demon Fog Wolf’s 
corpses, so they could bring them all back on carriages. 

“Where’s Nezario?” 

Zhou Zhou asked when he saw that Nezario had not returned. 



“His Highness Nezario seems to have discovered something special. It 
flew away alone after helping us deal with all the Fire Demon Fog 
Wolves.” Bai Yi said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou was stunned, then he became curious. 

However, he did not think too much about it and began to retrieve the 
loot of these corpses. 

15 minutes later. 

Zhou Zhou, who was extracting the 356th corpse, suddenly saw a line of 
kill notifications. 

[Your pet Lava Dragon – Nezario has killed the Flame Demon Fog Wolf 
Lord (Scarlet Lord) – Madman. Promotion energy +800! Loots 
condensed!] 

[Prompt! Time Mission 3: Counterattack (Hidden Mission) has been 
completed!] 

[The gift of time has been distributed!] 

[The “Hero Inheritance Secret Manual” has been materialized in your 
spatial equipment!] 

Zhou Zhou: “?” 

He looked a little confused. 

His pet had completed the hidden mission when he still had no idea 
about it??? 

 


